


Aims for today

• Explain how we are delivering these excellent attitudes to learning 
and success.

• Explain how you can support your child to learn



Key Issues that we are dealing with in 21st

century
• PISA tests – no real improvement in educational attainment compared to 

other countries

• Gaps in attainment are not getting smaller

• Mental health issues amongst our young people increasing

• Why?

• Fixed mindsets in our society –

• False ideas - IQ is set from birth, grades are everything, sets, assume there 
can be no change in “intelligence”.

• Self esteem movement from 1990’s?



A Growth Mind set? What is it? Why is it 
important?
• introduction to growth mindset

• Carol Dweck Professor at Stanford University - google talk

Key Research

• Taxi driver study – your brain actually grows when you learn!

• Teenage brain study – increase in density of neurones 

• ENRON – organisational culture study

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75GFzikmRY0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-71zdXCMU6A


Carol Dweck –
Stanford professor
“For decades, I’ve been studying why some 
people succeed while people, who are 
equally talented, do not. And over the years, 
I’ve discovered that people’s mindsets play a 
crucial role in this process.”

– Carol Dweck

People can have a fixed mindset about one 
thing and a growth mindset about another. 
We all have a mixture of learning attitudes. 
These can be encouraged by different 
environments.



Metacognition – what is that?

• Education Endowment fund

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit


The Oaklands Love Learning reward tree

Reward children for showing 3 core values –

• RESPECT for all

• PRIDE 

• LOVE OF LEARNING



The Oaklands LEARNING HEROES –
1. Plucky Clucky – emotionally ready to learn
• Seeks out challenge

• Keeps trying

• Manages distractions in order to 
focus

• Sees mistakes as an opportunity 
for learning

• Celebrates small step progress 



The Oaklands LEARNING HEROES –
2.Seymore– organisation to learn
• Plans out learning

• Can plan for any obstacles I 
might face.

• Changes plans if needs to.

• Reflects back on learning and 
improves it.

• Uses skills/ knowledge again

• Is self aware and knows how to 
be like the learning heroes.



The Oaklands LEARNING HEROES –
Busy and Buzzy

• We listen to each other

• We share ideas

• We challenge each other by 
asking questions

• We encourage each other and 
celebrate each others successes

• We learn from each other



The Oaklands LEARNING HEROES –
Wise Owl

• I make links with my previous 
learning.

• I find out information from lots 
of different places

• I ask lots of questions

• I apply my knowledge and skills 
to a new challenge



Oaklands Ofsted – Dec 2017

•“your drive to ensure that pupils develop a “can 
do” attitude” is evident in the classrooms. Pupils 
are engaged and resilient learners. They display 
exemplary learning behavior in lessons and they 
take pride in their accomplishments”



ELP – Peer Review February 2019

What is the impact of the metacognition learning ethos on behaviours for learning?

• Excellent behaviours for learning were seen consistently across the school.

• Pupil voice showed children were very positive about the school learning heroes and had a good 
understanding of how they helped learning. This was embedded across all pupil groups.

• Pupil voice evidence showed that children were more proud of their learning journey than the finished 
product. They could explain how they had overcome misconceptions and barriers to learning and improved.

• Some Pupil Premium children who had been identified by the school as being more disengaged also showed 
pride in their learning and knew how to use the learning heroes to help them learn more independently.

• Parent voice showed that parents knew that their children enjoyed and used the learning heroes. Different 
groups of parents had different attitudes to metacognitive approaches.

NEXT STEPS

• Deliver parent workshops to enhance parental understanding of metacognition

• Provide greater opportunities for challenge in the wider curriculum to enable children to use metacognitive 
behaviours independently



How can you help?

• Be careful how you phrase your praise – reward effort, overcoming 
obstacles and the learning along the journey.

• Celebrate progress and effort ( true effort)

• Discuss next steps – don’t excuse lack of performance by blaming 
something external

DO NOT

• Focus on how well children have done compared to others

• Tell children they must be clever/ smart if they have done well ( if 
something is more difficult later then they will assume they are not clever 
enough to achieve it)

• Focus on the grade -





Talk to our pupils

• Welcome to some of our Year 6 pupils who would like to talk to you 
about their learning journeys and how the learning heroes help them.



Thank you for coming

• Please pass on the messages from this talk

• The  more children understand that it takes effort and overcoming 
obstacles to get success – the more children will succeed.

• The more children judge themselves by the effort that they have put 
in to succeed – rather than being better than others - then the 
mentally stronger they will become. 

• Thank you for helping us!


